Robust slice-selective broadband refocusing pulses.
Slice-selective broadband refocusing pulses are of great interest in localized MR spectroscopy for improving spatial selectivity, reducing chemical-shift displacement errors, and reducing anomalous J modulation. In practice the bandwidth of RF pulses is limited by the maximum available B1 amplitude. The goal of the present work is to design slice-selective and broadband refocusing pulses which are tolerant against B1 deviations. Pulse design is performed by numerical optimization based on optimal control theory. A comprehensive study of different cost functions and their effect on the optimization is given. The optimized slice-selective broadband refocusing pulses are compared to conventional Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR), broadband SLR, and hyperbolic secant pulses. In simulations and experiments optimized pulses were shown to fulfill broadband slice specifications over a range of ±20% B1 scalings. Experimental validation showed a reduction of chemical-shift displacement error by a factor of 3 compared to conventional SLR pulses.